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Abstract

The aim of this paper is to enlighten the role of
social policy within the deep changes
experienced in Latin America over the last
decades. An analysis of the main
characteristics and strategies in this matter is
critical in the understanding of how current
socioeconomic indicators have tendentiously
evolved since the early 1980's. The theoretical
perspective adopted in this work avoids
analyzing social policy as an exclusive matter
of technical design. It rather emphasizes the
importance of political criteria in both its
conceptualization and implementation. Finally,
the relative success of some programs in areas
of the region where democratization processes
are still pending is discussed.
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Introduction

Resumen

Las condiciones de la política social
en América Latina

Este artículo tiene por objetivo lograr un
acercamiento a las políticas sociales,
entendidas como parte constitutiva de los
profundos cambios que vienen operando en los
países latinoamericanos. Se busca mostrar los
rasgos que desde la década de 1980 definen el
sentido de las estrategias prevalecientes y cuya
prosecución se ha venido ratificando, con
particularidades y variantes, al tiempo que han
determinado tendencialmente los registros
socioeconómicos actuales. La perspectiva
analítica evita el tratamiento de la política
social como un asunto limitado al diseño
técnico, para enfatizar, en cambio, la
importancia de explorar los criterios políticos
vinculados a las estrategias que la sustentan. En
la medida en que todo esto ocurre dentro de un
contexto general de transición política, el
trabajo analiza algunos alcances relativos al
campo donde se reconocen los problemas
pendientes de la democratización.

Palabras clave; políticas sociales, desigualdad
social, pobreza, América Latina.

hen talking about the social, sometimes discussions on the need of
establish some coherence between social and commercial policies
rise. From that perspective, which has reached more consensusesW

only in the last years, it is stated that the social results obtained from the
economic performance by means of certain policies are more crucial to give a
consistent substratum with the democratic regime. Underlying this idea is the
consideration that policies establish connexions with the variables linked with
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social inequality. Conversely, little attention has the relation that seems to be in
the base of all the aforementioned, and that refers or the criteria and strategic
orientations that feed the predominant policies in Latin America and their
linking with the inequality's reproduction.

Certainly, only in a more wide perspective can the reasons that explain the
inequality's deepness of social heterogeneity and the role of the social policy be
visible. This mixed field analytically refers to the complex concatenation of the
social policy with the economy, society and Estate.

Here, we propose that the understanding of the social policies requires a
perspective that considers in a substantive way the general conditions of the
society's model, with the result that the affecting mutations, sooner or later will
reflect the policy's nature and its results.

The social policy's analytical referents

Not being theoretically pretentious about the social policy, it is worth mentioning
the elements that from our point of view constitute the main references involved
in its discussion. On one hand, the social policy is related, mainly, with the
objectives of the current economic system; on the other hand, it is related to the
population's situation, especially in the most sensitive social aspects, observable
in the welfare and standard of life indicators, such as health, education,
employment, social security, etcetera, and lastly, social policies' specific
orientations and de political and ideological function, in relation to the credibility
or legitimacy of the political regime (Bodamer, 2003, Maira, 1993; Valencia,
2003).

From the more frequent approaches' point of view there are two particular
angles that are usually privileged in the analysis perspective. The first emphasizes
the social policy in its conceptions and applications as a derived part or
prolongation of the economic policy; however, the importance that here is
attributed to it, the social policy appears as a category of residual and tributary
significance of the economy's general behaviour. The social policy is subordinate
to the exposition of the current economic development, and to the supposition
that, ensuring the growth conditions and the macro economic equilibrium,
sooner or later, the expected benefits will reach the social, although by now the
resources destined to this end are limited. In this schedule con be identified the
general criterion founded in the "free market" and the privatization and its
projection in the social rights through the field of opportunities. And in the
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following step, closer to the plans and programs, the compensatory and focusing
conceptualizations, and of struggle against poverty can be observed.

The second angle is complementary of the first and it is characterized
because, although it also recognizes the privileged importance of he economic
growth, it projects a relative independence field for the discussion of policies,
in whose extreme seemed to be assumed that its application is destined to soothe
the undesirable social impacts of the economic policy. Even though it does not
stick to what has the traditional policy been, with its universal character, its
importance has not been explicitly quit either. As if handling an antidote, in this
perspective stands out an agenda where it is been trying to privilege as emergent
thematic the equity, exclusion and citizenship, but without going farther of
course, in the interpretation of the conventional relationship between social and
political policies and their structural links, which remain unharmed. This way,
a projection of the social policy is generated, which remodels and adjusts the
poverty's conditions with scarce social resources. The fight against poverty is
not mixed up with its eradication. It means, poverty not only cannot disappear,
but its conditions are reproduced as the analytical categories of richness and
domination remain unquestionable.

If these are the general fields where the most wanted visions move, it would
still be pendent the task of go discuss deeper about the necessity of advancing
towards the possibility of having a more integral view in the social policy
analysis, whose discussion we can already recognize some important efforts and
advances, such as Vuskovic works (1993), Laurell (1995), Vilas (1995), Franco
(1996), Fazio (2001), Kliksbergs (2002). These efforts, with their shades and
differences, show common worries. In the first place, certain quest for recovering
permanent of structural factors, independently from the specific field of the
social policy analysis. In the second place, a general standpoint in the analysis
that anticipates the necessity of a critic vision to against the suppositions that can
be identified in multilateral organisms. In the third place, all of them outline an
important dimension that has to do with the subordinate role that governments
tend do assume in the definition of the social and economic substantive aspects
of the internal agenda. There are also reasoning lines to better evaluate the risks
that the policies recommended by multilateral organisms carry with them in the
development of the Latin American societies, matters that are now more
frequently being issued in the documents of such organisms, by the way, without
any auto-critic capacity, but very clear on transferring the responsibility of the
results to the Latin American governments, by means of insufficient application
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of the recommendations of failures ascribable to the institutional reforms with
serious consequences for governability (Rato, 2004; Singh et al., 2005).

These works have given place to deepen the discussion, which has
demonstrated the advance of the two main analytical tendencies. On one hand,
the one that has been blurring the policy of distributive content whose anchorage,
recovered with critic sense, was in the field of employment and labour market
during the time the policies, by general rule, were associated with the called
welfare State. However, today we have the other tendency; the prevailing
orientations tend to focus their concern in those socioeconomic segments
excluded from the integration mechanisms of the market and that presumably
will not be able to be considered, under any concept, beneficiaries of it.

Meanwhile, from our point of view, the social policy will hardly be
approached outside from the economic policy field. And it is in this sense that
the social policy can be considered constitutive of the prevalent political power,
included its democratization horizon.

The mercado-centric structuring of modern society

The international financial instability, low economic growth along with the
scarce progress in equity have accompanied the called "first generation"
economic reforms (Teichman, 2001; Tetelboin, 2003), as well as the quota of
dissatisfaction growing in the public opinion, have contributed to the opening
of a questioning period of the social policy. To such a point has the discussion
coverage that, even in the multilateral organisms a similar commitment is
noticeable, although these still officially insist in the financial adjusting and
fiscal control formulas towards the region.

Meanwhile, in the field of diagnosis, the conjunction of successive and
recurring crises stands out (Cepal, 1998) whose impacts have generated a great
political concern due to the volatility of the present international financial
system; this has caused the search for changes in the architecture of such system,
particularly in the International Monetary Fund (IMF). A matter to that respect
has to do with the discussion on the creation of stability conditions to turn easier
the timely political decision taking, in order to anticipate and handle the crises
(Cepal, 1999).

However, here lies one of the probably more important questioning, certain
governments and in particular, the United States,
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Exercise a disproportionate influence in the decisions adopted by the Fund
(International Monetary Fund). According to this perspective, sometimes too
frequently the Fund puts into practice policies that favour Wall Street and the
Department of state of the United States government, and not the whole world. (De
Gregorio et al., 2000:7).

The previous citation shows the importance of identifying the existence of
a power structure that underlies in the international financial decisions, as it is
shown in the following table:

TABLE 1
QUOTAS AND VOTES OF LATIN AMERICA, THE UNITED STATES

AND G-7 IN THE INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND

Source; own elaboration based on IMF Member’s Quotas and Voting Power, and IMF Board of
Governors. January, 26, 2005. www.imf.org.
1 Taken into consideration the 32 countries considered in the surveys by the CEPAL, except Cuba.
2 SDR, Special Drawing Rights.
3 The voting power varies in certain matters from the General Department respecting the use of its
resources.

It is not easy to have access to the real form the IMF decision taking process
takes place, and even less to the specific knowledge of the way the discussion
over the disagreements are dealt with. However, the votes' composition, at least
in the formal way, shows the noticeable difference between the weight integrating
the G-7 and the conjunction of countries from Latin America. And that
disproportion is even greater if we take into account that the weigh of the United
States votes to influence the decisions is more than the double of the sum of the
total countries from Latin America and the Caribbean. The fact of being the
headquarters of the principal international financial market, together with the
requisite of majority that according to the issue oscillates between 70 and 85
percent for all the decisions. We have then that the United States' voting power
gives them a veto capacity in all the decisions that require any of the indicated
majorities. We do not know for sure, but it is very likely that Latin America, in
the extent that it has not characterized itself for working as a block from its
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common problems, reproduces at the IMF this behaviour, with the consequential
weakening in its incidence capacity.

The region's incorporation to the globalized economy under the financial
capital hegemony strengthens the importance of that supra-rational structure. Its
appreciation has to do with the necessary resources dependency, in whose
negotiations Latin American governments are more limited. Two implications,
at least, are immediately spotted. On one side, the impact that this can have in
the capacity of deucedly execute, the economic and financial destinies of the
national governments, since that situation is restrictive in reference to the level
of freedom to take decisions. On the other hand, the lack of incidence in the
decision's structure of the principal international financial organism, that while
it prevails strengthens the binds of dependency, puts governments in an
increasing vulnerability in front of their peoples, generating conditions for a
separation and even a rupture with those who expected the most at the ballot
boxes.

It is not impossible to suppose then, that in such conditions, the pact with the
international financial actors can have a heavier weight in the domestic policy
of our countries than with the social and political expressions of the citizens,
issue that presents a challenge of important proportions for the credibility,
political stability and democratization. It is probable that this situation has
played a role in the reassessment the World Bank (WB) and the IMF are
undertaking nowadays in respect to the democracy, which they consider is in
danger. Indeed, and based on having confirmed this new situation in their
famous report on the world's poverty, these organisms have come to the point
of proposing the need of going farther from the relative problems of financial
stabilization and approach the growth issues with equity in the long term (World
Bank, 2001; Singh et al., 2005).

When the WB and the IMF, crucial institutions in the organization and
control of the finance and economy, are involved in the economic system's
restructuring, their concern in favour of "social equity" does not create credibility,
specially because the insistence on the discourse of the called "macro economic
discipline" prevails, it is, in the logic of the scheme oriented to the world market,
of restrictive financial and monetary policies and the reduction of the State's role
by means of privatizations (Salinas, 2000).

In this process dynamics, since the 1980`s there has been producing the
complex and painful period that corresponded to the transition of the welfare
State to this new phase of neoliberal capitalism that, nonetheless its level of
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redefinition and expansion, it has not finished settling down, as disassembling
of the previous model's economic, political and institutional schemes have not
been completed. In such scenario, a contradictory situation based on the range
of the produced effects, as well as in the governability factors involved. And the
problem is that the privatization projects do not generate the "active consensus
of the peoples". The clearest correlation of this situation can be found in the
politically organized or reactive manifestations that have contributed in an
important way to the fall of no few Latin American governments in recent
history.

The itinerary of this structural transition line is where the abandonment of
the called protectionist policies is situated, to assume the idea transformed in a
kind of dogma of the present modernity, according to which the region's
economies have to turn to the exterior, privatizing and de-regularize its
economic operation, liberation the markets, specially the capital one, and
turning flexible the working market required for this model. This capitalist
modernization, much more than in the previous period of the welfare State,
demands in its logic the existence of interconnected markets, of free concurrence,
but with precarious social conditions in the real processes due to the force that
the requirements of the generalized and fomented competitiveness impose.

The called labour flexibility, in this sense, has signified a process of growing
deterioration of the bases from where the relation between capital and work has
been established. The concomitant effects to all of this are situated in the
involution of the workers' negotiations capability, in the weakening or
transformation of the norms that ruled the conditions of organization and the
contractual regime that regulated the functions assignment and the works
remuneration, including the dismissal, retirement and pension forms.

From the capital's side, important mutations have also taken place, even more
in the relation between the different parties. From the brutal competence
between them, deliberately fostered, the biggest capitals have been favoured,
affecting the medium and small ones, generating accelerated and excluding
concentration and centralization dynamics in the framework of a globalized
economy.

Without the recovering of this transit, it is difficult to reconstruct the
economy's puzzle as well as the social policy in Latin America. That systemic
process of transit towards the conformation of a market-centred organization of
the society has had a forming effect in the policies. And those conditions, that
are not a mere reference frame, they definitely had to do with the forces
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configuration and their real dynamics that gravitates in the policies
conceptualizations, and that at the end, conform its content. Nowadays we have
the results available in the collection of the social diagnostic after the decisions
that have been being expressed a tendency every time more prominent of our
economies opening, and these are not imputable to normal processes or to any
history fatalism. Although there is the pretension of homogenize the policies,
something like similar policies for different countries. The truth is that to face
them not all the national answers are the identical, which tell us about the
adopted policies, which are never given to last forever, are the product of
historical circumstances, whose tendency modifications and contra tendency
will be the reflect of the internal configuration of the forces insisting in
reproducing the current neo liberal order against those that are looking for its
transformation.

Social growing and inequality

It is almost verbose to affirm that growth is an indispensable requirement for
nations to set themselves in a path towards viability that has as an objective to
face the requirements for its development. But if that way of seeing the
"development as growth" was not so imperative, we would not set that
conditional marked in the "almost". It still catches our attention how after having
travelled an important distance in the perspective of the conceptual discussion
and the experience's analysis (Sunkel and Paz, 1985: 29-35) the conventional
economic vision is still insisting in the almost absolute benefits of growth and
its hypothetical trickle down of social benefits (trickle down effects). The
assumption on which this vision rests is that once the growth has been produced,
the social results is a matter of time, because sooner or later its benefits will be
affecting the societal conjunction, and to that extent the impact will be seen in
the less favoured segments. But the reality indicators point to another direction
when the economy's behaviour and its capability of impacting poverty, income
distribution and employment are analyzed.

A comparative approximation between the economic behaviour and the
poverty's evolution between 1970 and 1980 allows indicating that most of the
countries in the region maintained high rates of economic growth. Indeed, the
GDP per person increased during those years to almost an annual average of
3.5% in those years (Cepal, 1985: 46). However, the percentage of poor people
was reduced just three percent in those years and their absolute number
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 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 
      
Cepal 
IMF 
World Bank 
(1990-2000) 

0.4 
0.5 
3.3 

 

-0.5 
-0.1 
-0.6 

1.9 
1.8 
1.6 

5.5 
4.6 
4.7 

 

… 
3.6 
3.7 

 

increased to around 18 million people. Knowing that the regional averages hide
important that are expressed in national situations, but what matters here is the
general evolution, that in its tendency orientation is maintained at least until
1986 (Cepal, 1991), which allows to speculate reasonably that the achieved
benefit of economic growth is not reflected in the poverty decrease.

For a better evaluation of the most recent data, it is appropriate to recover
certain perspective to show that at the beginning of the decade of 1970 the
growth was of about six percent annually in Latin America. The crisis that
started at the beginning of the first quinquennium in the central countries did not
take long to take its recessive impact to Latin America at the end of the same
decade, when the region registered a growth deceleration. During the decade of
1980, worth saying, the growth rate was zero. In the decade of 1990 starts a
gradual recovering which lasts until1997, when the registered average rate was
of 5.3 percent, to fall abruptly to 2.5 percent in 1998. The decreasing tendency
followed its course and at the end of the decade, the growth had a negative
expression in the region.

The irregular behaviour of the product continued its course which can be
interpreted in terms of a bad economic deterioration in the region, as a feature
that characterized the beginning of the new millennium. In fact, the production
growth in 2001 was of 0.4 percent, with absolute decreases in some countries
such as Argentina, Peru and Mexico. En 2002 there was another decrease,
placing itself in -0.5 percent. In 2003 the growth rate has been of 5.5 percent
according the Cepal, 4.6 percent according the IMF or 4.7 according the WB.

TABLE 2
LATINA AMERICA: GLOBAL PRODUCTION BEHAVIOUR AND

PROJECTIONS FOR 2005

Source: Cepal Proyecciones de América Latina y el Caribe, 2004, in Serie de Estudios Estadísticos y
Prospectivos; IMF, World Economic Outlook, September 2004; World Bank 2004.
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 Poor people Indigent people 
   
1980 
1990 
2000 
2001 
2002 
2003a 
2004b 

40.5 
48.3 
42.5 
43.2 
44.0 
44.3 
42.9 

18.6 
22.5 
18.1 
18.5 
19.4 
19.6 
18.6 

 

The global register in the decade of 1990 and the first quinquennium of the
current suggest that the growth, being important as an indicator of development,
evidenced the insufficiency to proportionate consistency to the development
and to weight satisfactorily its possible incidence in the social variables. It
means, growth is important and necessary, but is not enough on its own to face
satisfactorily unsolved social problems. Guimaraes and Bárcena (2002: 29)
remind us that the most important challenge must be set at the analysis of the
"quality of growth", which involves the increment in the levels of welfare and
inequality and poverty reduction, much more from the increment of the product
alone.

TABLE 3
LATIN AMERICA: INDIGENCY AND POVERTY INCIDENCE, 1980-2004

(PERCENTAGE OF PEOPLE)

Source: own elaboration based on: CEPAL, Panorama social de América Latina 2002-2003 and
Panorama Social de América Latina 2004. At www.cepal.cl
a Estimation correspondent to 18 countries of the region, plus Tahiti.
b the figures for 2003 and 2004 correspond to a projection.

For 2004, in the projected estimations according to Cepal, there were 222
million of poor people and about 96 million of indigents. For 1990, the same
source estimated poverty in 200 million 2000 thousand people. This indicates
that the increase was of 21.8 million poor in that period. In relative figures, the
population under the poverty line was reduced from 48.3 percent in 1990 to 42.9
percent in 2004. Certainly there is a positive variation in the poverty rate that
registers a descent of 5.4 percentage points, although in this variation we must
keep in mind the great regression that the decade 1980-1990 meant, in which
temporal lapse the poverty rate increased in 7.8 percentage points.
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 Poor people Indigent people 
   
1980 
1990 
2000 
2001 
2002 
2003a 
2004b 

135.9 
200.2 
203.8 
213.9 
221.4 
226.0 
222.0 

62.4 
93.4 
88.4 
91.7 
97.4 

100.0 
96.0 

 

In this table of relative recovering, the variation of its incidence is smaller in
the social segment that corresponds to the category of indigent people. Indeed,
from 22.5 percent in 1990 it is reduced to 18.6 percent in 2004, which represents
a variation of 3.9 percentage points.

In all the cases, this dropping process registered during the decade of 1990
reaches a point where it is not possible to advance anymore, from there that even
the speed of the poverty and indigence reduction slows down to later present a
new increment or a total stagnation. In parts where a percentage deceleration of
poor people can be observed does not modify the general growth of poverty,
even in the periods where some signals of economic reactivation can be seen,
as the registered between 1991 and 1997 (Cepal, 2002; Cepal, 2003). Indeed, the
poverty growth rates have been practically constant despite the ascendant
rhythm registered in the product's rate.

Source: own elaboration based on: CEPAL, Panorama social de América Latina 2002-2003 and
Panorama Social de América Latina 2004. At www.cepal.cl
a Estimation correspondent to 18 countries of the region, plus Tahiti.
b the figures for 2003 and 2004 correspond to a projection.

TABLE 4
LATIN AMERICA: POOR AND INDIGENCY POPULATION, 1980-2004

(MILLION OF PEOPLE)

Nowadays, it means, until the 2004 register, the number of poor people is
greater than 2.9 percentage points than 1980, while the percentage of indigent
people does not present any variations, which leads us to suppose without a
doubt that the region faces a social stagnation of over two decades.

In the context of these registers and tendencies stand out a transversal line
with socioeconomic profiles very marked by inequality. If parting from the Gini
coefficient we can observe the behaviour in the income distribution, we can see
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that its register in the period 2002 varies from 0.63 to 0.45 (Cepal, 2002: 14). Even
when the register corresponds to only a year, the tendency is consistent
throughout since the decade of 1990, even though the data confirm that during
that period Latin America is the region that presents the most increasing and
highest levels on income concentration.

The behaviour of the growth rates produces different social results from the
point of view of the population's standard of life. For example, Chile can be
paradigmatic in the Latin American context. With relatively stable growth rates
and above the regional median it achieves in general a poverty decrement,
especially extreme poverty. However, the distributive pattern, which constitutes
a very sensible indicator of the social inequality, has not been modified. Here
we can spot a social issue of great importance that overflows the Chilean case
particularities and that has to do with the kind of growth, and this, with the
current social and economic model.

The current growth, based on a high aperture level, appears protected by the
distributive inequality that deepens the existent asymmetries. Certainly there
are sectors that are notably modernized and which can be set as examples of the
globalization, which reflects a successful achievement about the insertion in the
international or regional market. However, these are not the sector that provide
a long lasting stimulus to the development of the domestic market, and
especially respect to the labour market. Those which less contribute to the
generation of employment are the ones which constitute an index of the growth
quality.

The productive restructuring of the current modernity tends to dismantle the
validity of the industrial plants. Once their destruction has been achieved, it
creates, in consequence, an increment in the number of unemployed people
higher to that the advance technological industry can endure. To this respect and
according to available data, in matter of access to employment, 7 of every 10
employments created in the decade of 1990 are of the informal kind and only 4
of those ten have access to some kind of social security. In this context of
precarious labour opportunities, the unanswered question has to do with the
sectors that are really benefited the kind of growth correspondent to this model
(Cepal, 2001; OIT, 2003)

If growth is excluding, it can be erroneously supposed that its development
will have a beneficial result for the society as a whole. It has been seen that in
Latin America with subsidiary or compensatory social policies, this is, weak, or
when the social expenditure has been in function of the "disciplined" fiscal
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policy necessities, it means, austere and restrictive about the responsibility and
validity of the social rights, even maintaining consistent rate, do not protect the
socioeconomic situation of the population's weak sectors, and even less do they
influence positively in order to modify the distributive pattern.

On the other side, we have that Latin American economies do not generate
quality employment or in the necessary quantity to absorb those who enter the
working forces, especially to the potentially working fringe formed by teenagers
and women, but those taken out from the working forces. Moreover, if when the
economy is reactivated, are those groups with higher income the ones that are
benefited from the growth, it can be then concluded that the current growth
model was "naturally" developed with the inequality deepening and the real
capacity of incidence in the resolution of the accumulated social problems is
minimum or null.

The ideas re-adjustment for the second
generation reforms

The initial optimism that in general prevailed at the beginning of the 90's has
been substituted for the renaissance of pessimism. In the first place because the
economic growth has been low and inferior to the one reached in other times.
If the 1980 decade was characterized as "a lost decade for development", the
1990 decade was a period of frustration and allows concluding that Latin
America has displayed over the last two decades a worrying tendency.

Indeed, the most recent social history, which corresponds to the decade of
1990, constituted a difficult period with very different results from those
optimistic expectations that prevailed at the beginning. This starting optimism
had its foundation in some signs of the economics recovering after the socially
negative results carried by the experience of the called "lost decade for the
development" from the 1980's. In that vision had to do what in the international
matters could have meant the reorganization of the world with the end of the
Cold War, and in the national matters, the perspective of advancement in the
deepening of the transition processes towards democracy, saving -depending on
the cases- the authoritarian obstacles embedded in the political systems of
economic and political inheritances from the previous military dictatorships.

In this context, the acknowledgement of the challenges in the policies
countries from Latin America face seems more important than ever. The very
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doubtful social results of the "market reform" of the fist stage, characterized by
the privatization of public enterprises, economy de-regularization, the halt from
the services the State provided and the market liberalization have contextualized
the appearance of a growing discussion over the necessity of what is known as
second generation reforms. The social policies to attend the poverty and the
different phenomena related to inequality are among the most important
reforms; with this it can be suspected that the first generation reforms were the
beginning of a process economically unfinished and socially painful due to the
practical effects in the way of life of the excluded segments. Indeed, the
argument that gave the State a main role in the formulation and execution of the
policies with a retributive and universal sense was radically questioned. Under
the critic to the favouritism to the client, corruption and burocratism an
argumentation was being produced which when defending in pro of the
efficiency and opportunities equality started to give a more determinant role to
the market in the assignment of resources and the possible social benefits. The
anti-state neo liberal critic did not imply any halt of doing politics face to face
or from the State. This means that the systematically re-nucleated interests do
not abandon the State, but when readjusting in it, imprint new ways, especially
concerning the economy intervention.

In the trajectory of this proposal it has been tried to take the distance from
the orthodox vision, although not abandoning its rector principles. The anti-
state position is later becomes relative, as that that saw in the market the most
important articulation instance for the economy and the society. The connotation
of this debate, that at first put some tension over the antinomy market-State
during the reform expressed in the "structural adjustment", is now kept to
express on another axis; the revaluation of the State in the sense of producing
reforms that theoretically mean higher efficiency and decentralization. The
invoked ideas displacement movement has gone from the solidarity and
universalism principle to the subsidiary role of the State, along with the concept
of individual responsibility, and from this phase to the new for the "second
generation reforms", which mobilizes the expense equity principle or access
equity and citizenship.

The moderation with regards to the initial positions does not imply the halt
of the main objectives, but the opening to other modalities that deepen the
movement towards the market mechanism. In the frame of this new remark, to
the priority in the fight against poverty through focused or compensatory
programs that pretend to beneficiate the poorest, are added the reforms that look
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for the exclusion reversion and, as a priority that includes everything else, the
improvement in the performance of the negotiation.

The institutional reform: key factor to reduce inequality

The marasmus suffered by the region in the 1980 decade has not been overcome.
The economic-political model in its securing process has been expanding the
other side of its modernity. The social expense that, despite being incremented
after the "first generation reforms", has not had a consistent distributive impact.

In a document published by the World Bank (2003) which contains the
results of the principal annual research study of the region, it is concluded that
all the countries of Latin America and the Caribbean are more unequal than the
world average. The work mentions that during the last three decades the
inequality in our region was over in 10 points in comparison with Asia, 17 points
in comparison with the countries from the OECD and 20.4 points in comparison
with West Europe. An example can be emblematic; Uruguay, which is the
country with less inequality in Latin America, however has a Gini coefficient
higher that a country of West Europe and the industrialized countries with more
inequality. This helps to advance, not only in the characterization of the
domestic inequalities, but also towards a better acknowledgement of the current
expression of the asymmetries among the poor countries, and among these and
the industrialized ones.

The work, which content is constructed from door to door surveys and the
World Bank documental sources, has among its principal statistical conclusions
the register that 10 percent of the richest decile of the Latin American population
concentrated between the 40 and the 70 percent of the total income. On the other
extreme, 10 percent of the poorest population has access to hardly 1.6 percent
of the income in average.

The diagnostic does not differ too much from the available data from the
governmental organisms of our countries. The importance rests on the fact that
this multilateral organism, which has not been off the subject to the criterion that
has been transformed into the current political design, is now precisely the one
that makes this kind of emphasis. In this matter, and this could hardly be
coincidental in the inequality analysis in Latin America, the proposal of creating
new institutional reforms does not seem be the advance of a very different
itinerary. The World Bank affirms that "totally open, transparent, democratic,
participative and strong institutions" are required.
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 1995 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004a 
       
Variation annual rates 
Gross Domestic Product 
GDP per inhabitant 
Consumer prices 
Percentages 
Open urban unemployment 
Total Gross Foreign Debt/GDP 
Total Gross Foreign Debt/ export 
of goods and services 
Billion dollars  
Prices indexes in the stock markets 
(index 1997=100)  
Commercial scale* 
Global scale 
Net transference of resources 
(in millions of dollars)  

 
1.1 

-0.6 
26.0 

 
8.7 

36.6 
 

22.8 
 
 

62.9 
- 

-8.5 
 

20 191 

 
3.7 
2.1 
9.0 

 
10.2 
37.3 

 
177.6 

 
 

75.1 
-13 365 

14.5 
 

2 

 
0.4 

-1.1 
6.1 

 
9.9 

37.7 
 

181.5 
 
 

70.5 
-22 899 

-17.2 
 

-2 894 

 
0.5 

-2.0 
12.2 

 
10.8 
42.3 

 
178.6 

 
 

54.5 
9 459 
-28.1 

 
-2 894 

 
1.9 
0.4 
8.5 

 
10.7 
42.6 

 
170.8 

 
 

92.0 
29 441 

10.8 
 

-34 384 
 

 
5.5 
4.0 
7.7 

 
10.0 
38.1 

 
140.6 

 
 

107.8 
46 855 

25 
 

-77 826 
 

 

TABLE 5
LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN: BEHAVIOUR OF DIFFERENT

ECONOMIC INDICATORS

a Preliminar figures
* The figures correspondent to 2000 and 2001 were taken from Cepal. Balance preliminar de las
economías de America Latina y el caribe, 2003.
Source: Cepal, Balance preliminar de las economías de América Latina y el Caribe, 2004, Statitsical
Appendix, december 2004.

Beyond of trying to debate about what the organism understands by the
insufficient "poor protagonism" or the role education can play versus social
inequality; the important matter has to do with the supposition that from a long
time institutions have not been able to ensure the required conditions for the
society's development. In societies like ours, and under the practices and
excluding projects, this can be attractive at the beginning. However, beyond
rhetoric, its mobilization as a proposal can turn into powerful glasses that at the
end caricature the important matters and pass the possibility of contributing a
comprehensive scheme about the social system in process. Institutions, worthy
remembering, mobilize the economic and social projects, but they do not define
them. In this terms, it will always be possible (or desirable) to forge new
institutional referents for the state policy. But what is required, and this
constitutes the ultimate test for the politic volitions, is to substitute the
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discussion of the institutional media or instruments for an open discussion about
the policies finalities, it means, the content of the very current economic and
politic projects. If the latter criteria prevail, again the risk is that, in the name of
"the reforms", the path of the priorization of the negotiation, it means, a concern
centred in the instrumental function of the policy and the abandonment to the
policy's own inertia. This is equivalent to the continuation with the idea of not
intervening in the important matters so that the market corrects its own mistakes.

After more than two decades with different programs and policies, but
always coherent and with a market-centred matrix of organization, the economic
deterioration signs do not seem like a transitory matter, but that tend to transform
into a kind of "norm" of the prevailing type. In the following table it can be seen
the erratic behaviour of the product, the drops in the income per inhabitant and
their low level, the increment in unemployment, the deterioration in terms of
exchange, the decrease of the capital income or foreign investment and the
onerous transference of resources which trend in preliminary figures for 2004,
according to Cepal, is of 77 826 million dollars. And the behaviour, as well as
the projections correspondent to the first quinquennium of this decade, is not
hopeful.

We cannot advance too much in the analysis if these conditions where the
Latin American situation stands are unknown. And there are not consistent signs
evidencing a decisive change of the current tendencies. The socioeconomic
registers' behaviour tell the grave situation Latin America is in, in which
deterioration dynamics of the international financial and economic situation has
been attracted, as the nature of the domestic policies that, close to the macro
economic and capital orthodoxy, have seen the reduction of their autonomy
margins, which cannot be separated from the opening processes. To all that it
can be added the very scarce possibilities of the modification the current
economic and social deterioration frame, if it continues to rest in the international
markets that do nor modify the traditional way of participation in the Latin
American economy in foreign capitals that do not arrive or if they do arrive is
in form of short term foreign investment, which content generally expresses
segments of the non-productive capital. Meanwhile, the countries from Latin
America receive the adverse impact of the international scenario and the
population is being obliged to pay the costs pf the strategies thrown to those
scenarios sensibly dependent of their weak ups and downs.
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Social policy as a democracy problem

The results of the policies that are expressed in social programs are seen by the
population, more often, as a link towards the questioning of the democratization
processes. End even when the people and citizens, in terms of political
preferences do not doubt the appreciation of a democratic regime, in the
perceptions is, however, a reminder of deception or disenchantment with the
current democracy (Lechner, 2001).

The inability of the policies to face satisfactorily the inequality is limiting the
possibilities of democratization and, as part of a circle; the poor social deliberation
over the policies' objectives constitutes one of the biggest obstacles to influence
the contents of the current democracy, which inertia does not allow re-schedule
the social problems that theoretically we are trying to describe.

If we take a look at the recent experiences on social reforms in various
countries, what has happened is that their results have not only allowed
advancing in the extension of the rights, but on the contrary, the des-urbanization
of those rights has been deepened, bringing back with that the basic conditions
for a better equality. And this can be an indicator of the role the democratizing
processes have played in the sense that its dynamic has not been able to invert
the decision centres. The new configuration of the political power, which is not
of the old dictatorships or of the old authoritarian governments, but of a new
systemic power, is limited to exercise its domination with the electoral
democracies from a transition process. The bottom is still the same. In this
context it is insisted in the administration, in the subject of the State's
administration, and, by these means, in the institutional reform; but the free
market principle and the privatization's objective are not modified.

It is frequent to draw statistical conclusions of certain slips in the registers,
for example, the expenditure increase. But it is known that the current period
does not have a consistent distributive effect, and the explanation of that has to
do directly with the amount of resources, even when the insistence in the
administration process suggests otherwise. Actually, the resources that have
been used in the reactivation of the public reforms are under their capacity of
producing effects. This insufficiency is being trying to compensate with the
administration exercises, which by the way are absolutely insufficient. This is
related to the fact that, statistically, at the end of 1990 there are less poor people.
Does that mean that the rich people are less rich? The antecedents suggest the
opposite, and even more than the past. Forbes list (2004) states the enlargement
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of its list by Latin American rich people; many of them are rich due to the sales
of public assets during denationalizations and social capital movements, such
as the social security to private systems and diverse public enterprises in
preferential conditions in the recent past. In the case of Chile, for example, the
relation between the income concentration and the clientele past of the military
dictatorship for the creation of the new class and its relations with the power.
If this happens this way, then it is understandable the cause that Latin America
is not more different than it used to be, but holds the privilege of being the region
with the larger inequality in the world.

In almost all the countries of the region there have been electoral experiences
for the designation of presidents who, having fostered along with their respective
coalitions certain programmatic offers where undoubtedly criteria against
poverty are included, when no sooner being in the power than fostering policies
which content is clearly more related to the criteria of the Washington Consensus
than to the social expectations. The macro economic equilibrium, the control of
inflation and some other achievements at the beginning of the decade of 1990
in the register of exportations did not present any continuity supporting growth.
Neither in what concerns the satisfactory dealing of the social, where the new
necessities are juxtaposed to the old ones, as well as the dissatisfied and
insufficiently resolved expectations. Seeing such result, the possibilities of built
consensuses rather than simple polls and the electoral moments sooner it lets see
through the social deficit undertone of the prevalent policy, marking the
conditions of the social and social conflicts.

Citizenship —in its wide sense, which not necessarily involves the problematic
of how the citizen is constituted— is the category that remits to the population
in terms of their rights and obligations, formally defined. However, in the
exercise of such rights, the contents of the policies in Latin America are not
defined on the established institutional spaces of the plebiscital or electoral
(Osorio, 2004: 205). Indeed, the vote is the possibility but at the same time the
limit of the participation in the current democracies, since in their exercise, the
citizens confer the power whose possibility of being countersigned, revised or
revoked, is not inscribed, as a general rule, in the constitutional norms. From its
institutional and operational characteristics can be unattached the fact that the
citizens do not influence in the definitions of the policies objectives and
contents, and of the requirements to reach them. This is a problem that is
responsibility of the democratic design of the policies directly.
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To this reasoning an argumentation line is juxtaposed, line that re-places the
exclusion problematic, whose subject, the excluded, does not exist out from the
social. The citizen's freedom invoked in such conditions occurs based on a
process of depletion of the social rights, in exchange a conservative idea is
revitalized, referred to the theoretical "opportunity equalities" (Tetelboin,
1998) in an individualization and de-collectivization context, invigorated by the
competence principle (Castel, 2004).

But what matters here is not only the formal expression of the citizen's right,
but what remits to the condition of exclusion in the social and political plane.
What is important to think is if in a contend everybody has the same conditions
to mobilize offers and political proposals. If we think in the phenomenon of the
vote as a resource of political power in the exercise of citizenship, it does not
seem out of mind the suspicion that, in this very plane, the exclusion problematic
concerning the right that is formally invoked as a principle of a democratic
regime, is already showing itself. And the aforementioned conditions are
founded in the social and economical inequalities that constitute the exclusion
phenomenon, whose implications dilute the political-formal equation that a
citizen is equal to a vote. There are reasons to doubt that, for example, the power
of a Luksic, situated in the place number 140 of a total of 587 according to the
Forbes list (2004) is derived from the vote deposited in the ballot box in each
electoral period in Chile. One thing is the legal equality and other very different
is the real equality. Then, not all the votes mean the same.

For the same reason, the economic model that generates social segregation
will induce exclusion in any of its forms, which sooner or later will affect the
perception, confidence or acceptance level from the citizens towards the
institutions from the democratic regime. This matter is expressed in the surveys
by the Latinobarómetro (2004), which have gravitated in the recent analysis on
the social perception of the democracy in Latin America. We notice that the
results have an undertone that refers to the tension between equality and
democracy, between poverty and participation. The fact that the population,
who "notices the solution for the social problems" have biased towards a "non-
democratic" regime, should not make any political or analytical scandal. The
transition beyond its beneficial political results facing the authoritarian or
dictatorial past has developed correspondingly to the world of social poverty,
insecurity and uncertainty that the population perceive. This tends to deepen
when in certain societies do not perceive certain real alternatives to the neo
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liberal order that the system, with transition to democracy, has put in this already
long period, and which does not seem transitory, but a way of social organization.

When an alternative to the establishment is not visualized, the only option left
is by the immediacy, even more when the problem is about urgent necessities
such as getting a job or acquiring food. It would be deceitful to conclude that the
populism return is being fostered, or even worse, the supposition that a
dishonest dictatorial desire is hiding behind the poor or excluded people's
ideology in the current modernity. Even more, when the answer, according to
the Latinobarómetro, is accompanied by the suspicion that the countries are
governed to favour powerful interests. To the question of "if the country is being
ruled by a few powerful interests to their own benefit", in 17 countries the
answer that reflects that feeling is located in a range of 59 to 85 percent.
(Latinobarómetro, 2004: 17). More likely, it seems to be supposed that the
population is waiting for better politics than the current one, for which they only
feel discontent. And from here is necessary a perspective capable of understand
the meaning of the ambitions of the excluded population, whose deepest sense
does not have to anticipate mechanically the manifestation of their ideological
or political options.

Final considerations

In this work we have tried not to fall into the technical overrating of the social
policy in its analytical discussion. The questioning to the technique does not
necessarily imply besieging the technique itself, but to the technocratic vision
of the social policy, whose scope can reach to the hiding of the very objectives
of the social policy, and its replacement by the deliberation of mechanisms, that
are merely means.

On the other side, it is not ignored the fact that every policy at the end involves
a decision. But an approach that tries to be more integral cannot reduce the policy
-and specially the social policy- concerning only the negotiation. This reductive
vision causes the understanding of the social policy as a matter of a long list of
unsolved social problems that affect wide sectors of the population, and not as
a central matter of the politics. On the other side, the same idea that the social
policy is related to the availability of the expense already anticipates a limited way
to conceive it. The paradox that emerges when the lack of resources to increase
the social expense is mentioned reinforces that assumption, and, however, the
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debt is still amortized, or its interests being paid in practically all the economies
of the region, and since the debt is considered a deficit, the payments become part
of the public expenditure.

This way, the first generation reforms, more typified as structural adjustment
plans, follow them, from diverse diagnostic reconsiderations, generally about
deficit, the second generation reforms, associated to what is being called "post
Washington consensus considerations". These are directed to solve the market
problems, that is, the lack of market and the improvement of the mentioned
reforms, using that logic, that used to be private, and that now is joining the
private with the public. Is about, in this phase, to obtain the same but combining
or adding other means, for example, emphasizing the negotiation's quality and
the institutional reforms, which involves spreading even more the fan of
alternatives; among them stands out the social expenditure "percapitalization"
in the individuals to be benefited so they will decide between private or public
suppliers. It means buying private services, letting the State or the social security
to be the direct suppliers of services; or keeping strengthening the market,
applying more resources from the State so they are transferred to the particulars
so they perform the tasks the State used to do. Meanwhile, the Latin American
States do not collect because the imposing regime and the principal orientation
of the fiscal laws are in the last instance, disciplinarily protective of the big
capitals.

Finally, the new analytical perceptions about social policies have the
responsibility of reconsider the Latin American region in a context where the
conceptions related to free market are weighted. This implies the location of the
regional dynamics at the axis where the North American hegemony and its value
in the criteria that influence the policies at global scale are identified.

The complex process of dismantling the benefactor State and the consequential
transit towards a society's market-centred organization have transformed the
social rights conquered for over a century into services that must be bought. This
explains the health, education and social security's privatization process, to the
extent of its concretion under new institutional structures, have transformed the
realization of the citizen's rights in the purchasing of commodities dependable
of the suppliers and clients relation. On the other hand, poor people are treated
with policies that go towards welfare charity, fort they are limited, focused and
of low cost.

It is about answering to the increasing social necessities; it is convenient to
think in the risk of continuing with the support of policies that support that
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